New Stuff in CHIP-AZ v11 – Includes v11.2 changes

Activity Codes
1. Other Chronic 430.11, 22, 33 - No longer obsolete
2. **Heat Related Illnesses; code numbers 548.22, .33 - Added
3. Endocrine Disorders code 355.11, 22, 33 - Correct misspelling

Activity Entry
1. **Check for bad year. i.e. today’s date is 9/29/2008 is not in school year
2007-2008
2. **Check box shows on students that are Sp ED
3. **Varicella Reporting if code 515, Commun. Rash - Varicella entered.

ASHAR
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Add BMI export to things that happen when ASHAR Data Export runs
Check to be sure some students enrolled
Export - prevent if missing any critical data; like birth date
**Soft warning if begin month not 7 or 8 and or end month not 5 or 6
**Utilization Report add to ASHAR menu

Enrollment
1. **Remove All Enrollment History - Exclude grade G students
2. **Manage Withdrawn Students < Date - Tool to delete long gone students Delete if Enrollment Status is W AND last date on all following is less than
input date: Activities, Meds, Procedures, Screenings, Hearing, Vision. Be sure
to do back up first.
3. **Graduated Students Mark W - Ask W date and add record only if their max
enrollment is E.
4. **Delete E/W Activity After a date - Allow removal of current year vs all
5. **Add W record on all E’s for a date – Added

Hearing – Entry
1. Check for malformed school year
2. **Request for additional space on Comments/Notes. Pop up you have 255
char. Modify form to warn 2x only.

Hearing – Report
1. **2008 format
2. Report now matches screen if manual chg made in outcomes evaluated by
med or aud
3. **Referral letter for a single student only
4. **Referral letters to Physician/Audiologist - include OAE Testing if applicable
5. Letter sent now updates if any referral checked
6. **Utility added to remove ‘letters sent date’ and code counts for a date.
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Immunizations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

**Immunization record entry - Warn if prior date box empty (pop up)
Audit Dates Administered - MMR
MV Management for 6th grade in review screen
Tdap Management for > 10 years and older and grade 6
Varicella - Add FU Due if no Hx or Dates
Varicella Management - Var in note glitch w name
**IDR 2008 - IDRs on KG, 6th and 10th grades vs kg, 7 and 10. Separate
KG, 6, 10 (3).
8. **IDR Entry - add student name to lists
9. **IDR Entry and asir - add temporary to existing permanent exemption
status for personal.
10. 108B front 08-09 childcare per IDR.doc
11. Form 108-B Assessment - Fix alpha sorting. V11.2
12. Referral Letter - Update Spanish translation. V11.2
13. Grade 6 - Tdap - How many students did not receive Tdap because it has
been less than 5 years since their last DTaP/DTP/Td dose? Fixed. V11.2

Injury Incident
1.
2.
3.
4.

Remove War Ball from Dodgeball/War Ball - Report and entry
Require site - type of injury
Add administrator and title fields from school screen.
Spelling typo of ‘blelow’ under Print Injury Report Template fixed

Medications Daily Entry
1. Include Refused in drop down in results selection

Procedures Nursing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

**Procedure History by Date - add “a procedure or all” selection like meds
**Include Refused in drop down in results selection
**Results entry - Pop up message if less than 8 minutes
**Tab to notes field now allowed
Add Glucose Blood Sugar level entry to nursing procedure result entry. V11.2

Provider
1. Allow ' in name such as O'Mara
2. Trigger to clear certification if provider changed from RN

School
1. **Add administrator and title fields to School Screen

Screening Health
1. BMI Report - if empty, say so vs #error
2. Consolidated - Add teacher
3. **Consolidated - Print a List of Vision and Hearing Results for special ed
students only, current year only
4. Date reminder should stop like Hearing/Vision
5. Height Weight Results w/BMI printout
6. Height Weight Results w/BMI printout results by grade level &/or teacher
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7. Referral letters - HW/Scol do not send if no screen student checked.
8. BMI Export v11.1 typo in query was causing too many records. V11.2

Students
1.
2.
3.
4.

Alt (home) language - Load if blank when open CHIP Main
**Change Hearing Aid to Hearing Impaired
Entry limit city and zip to table list
**PRN consents - Entry, List of students with PRN med and what for, then
have a box on activity screen that is checked so can go to see what that PRN
is
5. **Diabetes - Hot screen from Activity to log levels. Show trend list. Add
diabetes hx to student review.
6. Tool to delete long gone students – see enrollment

Utility
1. **Teacher Removal from enrolled student records as needed
2. Transfer Student Data - Student Glucose added. V11.2

Vision
1. Check for malformed school year
2. **Request for additional space on Comments/Notes. Pop up you have 255
char. Modify form to warn 2x only.
3. **Tab from distance to ocular vs near

Vision Reporting
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

**Referral letter for a single student only.
Referral letter do not send if no screen student checked.
Referrals sent list - add the grade/ teacher.
**Utility added to remove ‘letters sent date’ and code counts for a date.
Students Referred for Evaluation in Previous Year - exclude W's.

**Shown in video.
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